
1 Introduction

The past few years have produced so much turbu-
lence in the world economy that governments and
businesses have naturally been preoccupied with
the short term. Now that recession is giving way to
recovery, they can start to take a longer view. For
developing countries in particular, the shift is wel-
come: development is quintessentially long term,
yielding its best results when policies and pro-
grams can be designed and sustained for years at a
time.

Long-term needs and sustained effort are under-
lying themes in this year's World Development
Report. As with most of its predecessors, it is
divided into two parts. The first looks at economic
performance, past and prospective. The second
part is this year devoted to populationthe causes
and consequences of rapid population growth, its
link to development, and why it has slowed down
in some developing countries. The two parts mir-
ror each other: economic policy and performance
in the next decade will matter for population
growth in the developing countries for several
decades beyond; population policy and change in
the rest of this century will set the terms for the
whole of development strategy in the next. In both
cases, policy changes will not yield immediate ben-
efitsall the more reason for starting to act imme-
diately. Delay will reduce the room for maneuver
that policymakers will have in years to come.

The economic outlook

The recession of 1980-83 was the longest in fifty
years. It increased unemployment, reduced invest-
ment, and undermined social programs in almost
every country in the world. It put great strain on
the international trade and financial systems and
caused friction between governments everywhere.
But it provided many valuable lessons for eco-
nomic policy because it highlighted longstanding
weaknesses in every economy and in international
arrangements. Unless policymakers learn from its
lessons, the recovery now under way will not

mature into sustained and rapid growth of the
kind the world enjoyed for twenty-five years after
World War II.

That much is clear from a review of the past,
which is the subject of Chapter 2. It concludes that
the 1980-83 recession was not an isolated event
caused, for example, by the second oil price rise of
1979-80. Its roots went back farther, to the rigidi-
ties that were steadily being built into economies
from the mid-1960s onward. The rising trends in
unemployment and inflation were the manifesta-
tion of increasingly inflexible arrangements for set-
ting wages and prices and for managing public
finances.

The chapter emphasizes that policy failings have
characterized both the industrial and the develop-
ing countries. Because of the industrial countries'
predominance in the world economy, the conse-
quences of their economic failure have weighed
heavily on the developing countries. In particular,
the much publicized debt difficulties of the past
two years came to a head because of the unusual
combination in 1980-83 of recession and high real
interest rates in the industrial countries. Industrial
countries provide a market for about 65 percent of
the developing world's exports. Their buoyancy
or lack of itand the amount of trade protection
they choose to employ have a critical influence on
the foreign exchange earnings of developing coun-
tries. These earnings in turn will largely determine
whether the "debt crisis" gradually subsides, or
seriously retards the growth prospects of develop-
ing countries for many years to come.

That is one of several contrasting alternatives
highlighted by the scenarios presented in Chapter
3. These scenarios look ahead as far as 1995, but
they are not intended as forecasts of what will hap-
pen. They merely illustrate what might happen,
depending on the policies pursued by govern-
ments and the effectiveness of governments in
tackling economic problems. They show, for exam-
ple, that GDP in the developing world could grow
at 5.5 percent a year in 1985-95 if the industrial
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countries regain their momentum of the 1960s, but
at only 4.7 percent a year in that period if the
industrial countries do no better than in the past
ten years. That would make the difference
between almost every country in the world raising
per capita incomes and people in many of the
world's poorest countries growing steadily poorer.

Chapter 3 also explores the gains that develop-
ing countries could make by improving their own
economic policies, irrespective of what happens in
the industrial countries. It concludes that, if they
make such improvements, some countries might
be able to add close to an extra percentage point to
their economic growth rates. None of these
improvements can be regarded as unachievable,
since they have already been achieved by some
developing countries. The chapter stresses the
valuable contribution that appropriate pricing poli-
cies can make to faster economic growth. In partic-
ular, it contrasts the record of countries that have
adopted outward-looking trade policies with those
that have concentrated on import substitution.

The predicament of sub-Saharan Africa is a
recurring theme throughout this Report. Though
its total GDP growth was not much slower than in
other regions in the 1970s, Africa's population
grew faster; for the region as a whole, GDP per
capita fell during the 1970s. It could well do so
again in the years up to 1995. Of the policy failings
that contributed to slow growth in other develop-
ing countries, all can be found in more or less
chronic form in many African countries. The scope
for raising growth rates by improving policies is
therefore greatest in Africa. In addition, however,
many of Africa's weaknesses require extra conces-
sional aid if they are to be tackled effectively.

Population and demographic change

While the causes of poor economic performance
can be traced back twenty years, the links between
demography and development can be understood
only by going back even farther into the past. In
the long run of history, the second half of the
twentieth century stands out for its remarkable
population growth. Consider that in the year 1 the
world had about 300 million people. Its population
then took more than 1,500 years to double.
Though the general trend was rising, population
growth was not steady; the balance of births over
deaths was tenuous, and crises such as war or
plague periodically reduced populations in parts of
the world. Only in the eighteenth century did the
number of people start to rise steadily. From 1750
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until well into the twentieth century, the world's
population grew at the then unprecedented rate of
about 0.5 percent a year, faster in today's devel-
oped countries, slower elsewhere. World popula-
tion size doubled again, this time in about 150
years; it had reached about 1.7 billion by 1900. In
the twentieth century, growth continued to accel-
erate, from 0.5 to 1 percent until about 1950 and
then to a remarkable 2 percent. In just over thirty
years, between 1950 and today, world population
nearly doubled againgrowing from 2.5 billion to
almost 4.8 billion (see Figure 1.1).

Since 1950 population growth has been concen-
trated largely in the developing countries. Though
a postwar baby boom combined with falling mor-
tality in the industrial countries, the population
growth rate never exceeded 1 percent in Europe
and seldom exceeded 1.5 percent in North Amer-
ica. At its peak, fertility in the United States meant
that families had on average little more than three
children; in Europe and Japan postwar families
were even smaller. By the 1970s, in most devel-
oped countries fertility had fallen to a level near or
even below "replacement' 'about two children
per couple being the level which, over the long
run, holds population constant (demographic
terms are defined in the glossary).

The postwar experience of developing countries
was not only different but historically unprece-
dented. Driven by falling mortality and continued
high fertility, their population growth rate rose
above 2 percent a year. It peaked at 2.4 percent in
the 1960s. It is now around 2.0 percent a year,
because of a slightly greater decline in birth rates
than in death rates (see Figure 1.1). Further decline
in population growth will not come automatically.
Much of the slowdown so far can be attributed to
China, where fertility is already low, close to an
average of two children per family. Most families
in other developing countries now have at least
four children, in rural areas five and more. In a few
countries in which fertility fell in the 1970s, there is
evidence that it has leveled off recently. For parts
of South Asia and the Middle East, forecasts of a
lower rate of population growth are based more on
hope than on present trends. For much of Africa
and Central America, population growth rates are
rising and could rise still further. In Africa couples
say they want more children than in fact they are
having, while mortalitythough highcan be
expected to decline.

Furthermore, population "momentum" means
that growth rates in developing countries will
remain high for several decades even if couples
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Box 1.1 The arithmetic of population growth: compounding and momentum
Rates of population growth among coun-
tries tend to fall into two main groups:
rapid growth countries of Africa, Asia,
and Latin America, with annual growth
rates for most between 2.0 and 4.5 per-
cent; and slow growth countries, primar-
ily the industrialized nations, with
growth rates below 1 percent. In a few
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countries, including China, the growth
rate falls between I and 2 percent (see
first chart). Because of compounding,
small differences in annual growth rates
over long periods make a big difference
in population increases. An average
growth of 1 percent over a 100-year
period would cause a population to mul-
tiply 2.7 times. A rate of 2 percent in the
same period would bring an increase of
about 7.4; 3 percent an increase of 20;
and 4 percent an increase of 55. Today's
population of Zambia, 6 million, would
grow to more than 120 million in 100
years were growth to continue at the
present rate of 3.4 percent.

Today's high growth rates in develop-
ing countries are caused not only by high

fertility (between four and eight births
per woman) but by the "momentum"
created by the high fertility and falling
mortality of the past three decades. Past
high fertility and falling mortality mean
women entering childbearing age now
constitute a large proportion of the total
population. In most developing coun-
tries, the next generation of women will
outnumber the previous one. Thus, even
if the number of births per woman
declines rapidly, the birth rate can stay
high and the total number of births can
be greater than it was.

In some countries of Asia and Latin
America, even with recent fertility
decline (Chapter 4), birth rates remain
high and average annual increases in
population size are larger now than they
were in 1965. Brazil's fertility rate fell
from 5.8 in 1965 to about 4.0 in 1980, a
decline of almost 30 percent. Yet the birth
rate has fallen by only 19 percent and the
total number of births has increased from
about 2.9 million a year in the late 1950s
to about 3.7 million in the early 1980s.
The World Bank now projects that fertil-
ity in Brazil will fall to 2.1 by 2025. Yet by
that year the total number of births will
have increased further, to nearly 3.9 mil-
lion a year.

To see how much of total population
growth is due to momentum alone,
imagine a population in which the fertil-
ity rate declines instantaneously to

replacement levelthe level at which
each couple has only enough children to
replace themselves (the exact number
will he more than two, varying from
country to country and from period to
period, because of different mortality
rates). The top population pyramid in
the second chart shows the distribution
of the actual 1980 population of Senegal
by sex and by five-year age groups. The
pyramid for 1980 has a wide base and a
narrow top. Each five-year group is
exponentially larger than the one preced-
ing it. The bottom pyramid is actually
two pyramids, which show the popula-
tion distributions for the year 2020 under
two different assumptions: fertility grad-
ually declines, in keeping with the stand-

ard World Bank country projection for
Senegal (the broader pyramid); and fer-
tility instantaneously falls to replacement
level (the narrower pyramid). The
broader pyramid for 2020, which
assumes some, though gradual, fertility
decline, is shaped like the 1980 pyramid
but is almost three times larger. The nar-
rower pyramid for 2020 shows the
growth that is generated by momentum
alone, It has a different shape than the
1980 pyramid; its base has not expanded,
yet it is 1.6 times larger.

But the smaller pyramid for 2020 does
not even show the full effect of momen-
tum, which would not have run its full
course by 2020. By the time Senegal's
population would become stationary
(assuming instantaneous replacement
fertility), the pyramid would be 2.2 times
hrgcr in area than the pyramid for 1980
In other words, the population of Sene-
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provides numbers for other countries,
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have fewer children (see Box 1.1); absolute annual
increases will be close to or more than 80 million
people a year in developing countries well into the
next century. The baby "bulge" that resulted from
the trends of high fertility and falling mortality that
started twenty years ago is now entering child-
bearing age. In China, for example, the number of
women aged twenty to thirty-four almost doubled
between 1950 and 1980; throughout the 1980s, as
the children born in the 1960s enter their twenties,
the number of women marrying and bearing chil-
dren will continue to increase. To reduce popula-
tion growth to 1 percent a year by the early 1990s,
couples in China would need to have fewer than
two children on average.

These considerations should not obscure the
central fact that the world's population growth
rate is falling. The latter part of the twentieth cen-
tury has been a demographic watershed, the high
point of several centuries of accelerating growth
and the beginning of what demographers project
to be a continuous decline, until world population
stabilizes sometime in the twenty-second century.
Though absolute numbers will continue to
increase for several decades, the issue now is how
quickly the rate of increase can be slowed down
and how individual countries (and the interna-
tional community) are to cope with continued
growth in the meantime.

The rise in living standards

Until the seventeenth or eighteenth century, life
expectancy had probably changed little, and few
people were literate. Since 1850, however, while
world population size has more than tripled,
income per person has increased perhaps six times
in real terms, life expectancy has risen dramati-
cally, and education has become widespread. Pro-
gress in education and life expectancy in develop-
ing countries has been especially notable since
1950. Even in today's poorer developing countries,
primary school enrollment rates and life expec-
tancy are above the levels achieved by richer coun-
tries eighty years ago, though income per person
and adult literacy are not (see Figure 1.2).

But these averages can be misleading. Though
most people are better off today, for many the
gains have been small. Since 1950 it has been the
countries with lower levels of income per person
that have had much faster population growth. In
those countries absolute increases in income have
been much smaller than in the countries which
began the period already richer. Consider a simple
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example. Between 1955 and 1980 income per per-
son in the United States grew at an average 2.0
percent a year. In 1980 dollars, average income
increased from $7,030 to $11,560. Meanwhile, in
India, income per person grew at about 1.7 percent
a yearbut only from $170 to $260 (in 1980 dol-
lars). What had been a $6,860 income gap between
Americans and Indians in 1955 had almost dou-
bled to $11,300 in 1980; America's average income,
some forty-one times India's in 1955, had become
forty-four times larger by 1980. Large absolute dif-
ferences in average income between developed
and developing countries have persisted and have
even increased since 1950 (see Figure 1.3). Among
and within developing countries, differences in
education and life expectancy also persist.

By 1980, 79 percent of the world's total output
was produced in the developed countries, where
about 25 percent of the world's people live. The
remaining 21 percent was shared by the other 75
percent of people. Only 5 percent was shared
among the 47 percent living in low-income coun-
tries such as Bangladesh, China, India, Pakistan,
and most countries of tropical Africa.

Such comparisons raise several statistical diffi-
culties. They exaggerate differences between poor
and rich countries because not only incomes but
also prices, especially for services, are lower in
poor countries, and this is not reflected in official
exchange rates. But even with appropriate adjust-
ments (based on the UN International Comparison
Project), the income gap between India and the
United States is still estimated to have increased
from almost $5,000 to almost $8,000 between 1955
and 1980. The general conclusion is inescapable:
much of the world's output is produced and con-
sumed by relatively few of its people.

The demographic future

World Bank population projections are shown in
Table 19 of the World Development Indicators at
the back of this Report. These, and alternative pro-
jections prepared for this Report and shown in the
Population Data Supplement, are explained in
Chapter 4. The projections should not be treated as
predictions, but as illustrations of what can hap-
pen given reasonable assumptions. If the assump-
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tions underlying the "standard" projections in
Table 19 are correct, world population would stabi-
lize around the year 2150, having risen from
almost 4.8 billion to more than 11 billion (see Fig-
ure 1.1). It would reach 9.8 billion by the year 2050.
The population of today's developed countries
would grow from about 1.2 billion today to 1.4
billion in 2050, while that of those countries now
classified as developing would grow from over 3.6
billion to 8.4 billion. By the time world population
stabilized, the population of India would be 1.7
billion, making it the most populous nation on
earth. Bangladesh, a country about the size of the
state of Wisconsin in the United States, would
have a population of 450 million. Nigeria, Ethio-
pia, Zaire, and Kenya, among the most populous
countries in Africa, would have populations of 620
million, 230 million, 170 million, and 150 million,
respectively. As a group, sub-Saharan Africa and
South Asiatoday's poorest countries, with the
fastest population growthwould account for 50
percent of the world's people, compared with 30
percent today.

Even allowing for some error in such projec-
tions, it is clear that future population increases
will be concentrated in what are now the poorer
areas of the globe; the average level of human wel-
fare will depend largely on the degree to which
economic and social transformation occurs in these
areas.

Are the assumptions that produce these projec-
tions realistic, and what do they imply for future
human welfare? The critical assumptions are that
the decline in mortality will continue until life
expectancy of about eighty years is reached, and
that fertility will decline to replacement levelin
developing countries between the years 2005 and
2045, depending on recent mortality levels, fertility
trends, and family planning efforts; and in most
developed countries in the year 2010. (In the sev-
eral developed countries in which fertility is now
below replacement level, it is assumed to rise and
then stabilize at replacement.)

In some respects these assumptions are optimis-
tic. Consider the poorer countries of Africa and
South Asia. Even with rapid income growth and
advances in literacy in the next two decades, they
are not likely to reach the income and literacy lev-
els that triggered fertility declines in such countries
as Brazil, Korea, and Malaysia in the 1960s (see
Figure 1.2). Yet their fertility is projected to decline
significantlyand even with those declines their
populations will more than double in the next fifty
years. A pessimist might wonder whether for

some countries it is not already too latewhether
rising unemployment and increasing landlessness
will overwhelm social and political institutions;
whether fragile administrative systems will be
unable to maintain health programs; whether, in
countries that are already crowded and still heavily
reliant on agriculture, mortality will rise to check
further population growth.

Such speculative pessimism needs to be set
against the concrete reasons for optimism. The
experience of the past two decades shows that eco-
nomic growth and social development are possi-
ble, even starting at low initial income levels, and
that developing countries can take conscious steps
to influence their demographic futures. Both mor-
tality and fertilitythe latter matters much more
for population growthcan be brought down
more quickly than projected. Declines need not
rely, solely or even primarily, on per capita income
growth. Educational change can occur rapidly;
policy effort can make a difference. Moreover, the
actions that would speed the demographic transi-
tion are also those which would increase economic
growth.

Causes, consequences, and cures

Part II of this Report discusses three themes.
Rapid population growth is a development prob-

lem. Although population growth does not provide
the drama of financial crisis or political upheaval,
its significance for shaping the world is at least as
great. In the past three decades many developing
countries managed to raise average income even as
their populations grew rapidly. In that strict sense,
rapid population growth has been accommodated.
But the goal of development extends beyond
accommodation of more people; it is to improve
people's lives. The cost of rapid population
growth, at least for the world as a whole, may not
be a catastrophewith luck sudden famine, war,
political or environmental collapse can be avoided.
But continuing rapid growth on an ever larger base
is likely to mean a lower quality of life for millions
of people. The main cost of such growth, borne
principally by the poor in developing countries,
has been and will be faltering progress against
what is still high mortality, and lost opportunities
for improving people's lives.

Why does rapid population growth slow devel-
opment? First, it exacerbates the awkward choice
between higher consumption now and the invest-
ment needed to bring higher consumption in the
future. Economic growth depends on invest-
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mentall the more so if human skills are scarce
and technology limited. But if consumption is low
already, the resources available for investment are
limited; faster population growth makes invest-
ment in "population quality" more difficult. Sec-
ond, in many countries increases in population
threaten what is already a precarious balance
between natural resources and people. Where
populations are still highly dependent on agricul-
ture and the potential for increasing production
through extending cultivation is limited, continu-
ing large increases in population condemn many
households to continuing poverty. Such increases
can contribute to overuse of limited natural
resources, mortgaging the welfare of future gener-
ations. Third, rapid increases in population make
it hard to manage the adjustments that accompany
and promote economic and social change. The
growth of cities in developing countries, largely
due to high rates of natural increase, poses serious
management problems; so too does continued
rapid growth that in some rural areas threatens
permanent environmental damage.

These costs of rapid population growth differ
among countries. Where education levels are
already high, investment in transport and commu-
nications is in place, and political and economic
systems are stable, countries are in a better posi-
tion to cope with the strains of rapid growth
whether their natural resources are limited or they
are already "crowded." But countries in that cate-
goryColombia, the Republic of Korea, Malaysia,
Singapore, and Thailandalso tend to be those in
which population growth is already declining. In
countries where the population is still largely
dependent on agriculture, and the amount of new
land or other resources is limitedincluding
Bangladesh, Burundi, the Arab Republic of Egypt,
India, Kenya, and Nepalprogress in the face of
continuing rapid population growth will be
extraordinarily difficult. Agricultural moderniza-
tion and diversification into manufacturing will
require large new investments in both human and
physical capital, and considerable administrative
and political skill to ensure efficient allocation of
scarce investment resources. Even in countries
with untapped natural resourcesBrazil and Ivory
Coast, for instancerapid population growth
makes it harder to effect the investments in com-
plementary inputs (roads, public services, drain-
age, and other agricultural infrastructure) and in
the human skills needed to tap such resources.

The costs of rapid population growth, moreover,
are cumulative. More births now make the task of
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slowing population growth later more difficult, as
today's children become tomorrow's new parents.
Population policy has a long lead time; other
development policies must adapt in the meantime.
Inaction today forecloses options tomorrow, in
overall development strategy and in future popu-
lation policy. Worst of all, inaction today could
mean that more drastic steps, less compatible with
individual choice and freedom, will seem neces-
sary tomorrow to slow population growth.

There are appropriate public policies to reduce fer-
tility. Proposals for reducing population growth
raise difficult questions about the proper domain
of public policy. Family and fertility are areas of life
in which the most fundamental human values are
at stake. This Report considers two reasons for
public policy to reduce fertility. First, in the transi-
tion from a traditional to a modern economy, the
private gain from having many children may
exceed the social gain. This gap occurs for several
reasons. For any family there are obvious rewards
from many children. But poor parents especially
have other reasons for high fertility. They rightly
fear the risks of infant mortality because, in the
absence of pensions or public support, they look to
their children to support them in old age. For
women who are poor and for whom other oppor-
tunities may be limited, security and status are
linked to childbearing. Yet these private rewards
are achieved at great social cost because part of the
responsibilities for educating and employing chil-
dren falls on society at large. Second, during a
country's transition to a modern economy, some
couples have more children than they want. This
gap also occurs for several reasons. Information
about family planning may be scarce or the costs of
contraception high. Couples may not realize that
mortality rates are falling, so that fewer births are
needed to ensure that the number of children they
want will survive to become adults. Couples may
not be fully aware of the health risks of large fami-
lies. Where young women marry early, couples do
not discuss sexual matters, and parents pressure
new couples to have children, there may be social
as well as financial costs in controlling fertility.
Thus tradition can combine with lack of infor-
mation about birth control to contribute to high
fertility.

Where there is a gap between private and social
gains, a main reason for it is poverty. Poverty
means not only low income but also lack of eco-
nomic and social opportunities, an insecure future,
and limited access to services such as education,
health, and family planning. The gap requires



public policy to provide alternative ways of secur-
ing the benefits that many children provide for
their parents. Measures to improve income oppor-
tunities, broaden social insurance and pension
schemes, and extend services all provide new sig-
nals to households, encouraging individuals to
want smaller families. Social efforts to expand edu-
cation and employment opportunities for women
do the same. In short, there is a particular strategy
of development in which the signals transmitted to
parents encourage them to have fewer children in
their own private interests.

But experience shows that all this takes time to
have an effect. Population growth can be slowed
more directly, and in ways that also benefit the
poor. Governments can do more to encourage
breastfeeding and later age of marriage, which
reduce population growth by lengthening the
average interval between generations. Through
support for family planning programs, govern-
ments can spread information about the advan-
tages of planning family sizemaking it as easy as
possible for individuals to choose the number and
timing of their children and helping to close the
gap between the number of children parents have
and the number they want. Finally, governments
can use incentives and disincentives to signal their
policy on family size. Through incentives, society
as a whole compensates those couples willing to
forgo the private benefits of an additional child,
helping to close the gap between private and social
gains to high fertility.

The size of the two gaps, and hence the policy
actions needed, vary among countries and among
different groups within each country. When cou-
ples have two or even three children, it is much
less likely that the social costs of each child exceed
the private costs parents are willing to bear. But
if each couple has four or even six children, in a
society with only limited ability to finance the
education of a growing population, then it is more
likely that the social optimum is being exceeded
and that both social and private interests would be
better served by smaller families. While there are
distinctions between different types of policies to
reduce fertility, in virtually every country there is
some appropriate combination of development
policies geared to the poor, family planning, and
incentives.

The ultimate goal of public policy is to improve
living standards, to increase individual choice, and
to create conditions that enable people to realize
their potential. Lower fertility is only an intermedi-
ate objective; a commitment to achieve lower fertil-

ity must not mean a willingness to achieve it at any
cost. In fact, the successful experience of many
countries already indicates it need not.

Experience shows that policy makes a difference.
The experience of the past two decades of popula-
tion policy is encouraging. Many countries have
shown that effective measures can be taken to slow
population growth. Such measures are affordable:
family planning programs, for example, have been
successful in reducing fertility at very low cost.
Such measures also respect human rights, and
they complement other development efforts in
enhancing welfare.

Fertility has fallen most dramatically in China,
where a public policy to slow population growth
includes public education, social pressure, and
economic measures other governments might be
reluctant to consider. But large declines have also
occurred in other low-income areas: Sri Lanka and
several states of India (Kerala, Karnataka, and
Tamil Nadu), where education is widespread; and
Java in Indonesia, where there is an active family
planning program.

Within regions, countries differ. Fertility has
fallen faster and to lower levels in Colombia,
where family planning programs received govern-
ment support starting in the late 1960s, than in
Brazil, a richer country where central government
involvement is minimal. It has fallen more in
Egypt and Tunisia, countries with demographic
objectives, than in their richer neighbor, Algeria. It
has fallen more in India than in Pakistan; per cap-
ita income is low in both, but in Pakistan popula-
tion policy has received less sustained support
over the past two decades. The pattern of decline
shows that differences in income, religion, and cul-
ture do not tell the whole story. Education, access
to family planning services, the status of women,
and economic and social policies that bring oppor-
tunities to the majority of people all make a differ-
ence.

The specific policy agenda for each country
depends on its political culture, on the nature of
the problem it faces, and on what it has already
accomplished. But to illustrate what is possible,
this Report provides examples of the implications
for population growth of "rapid" mortality and
fertility declines. These declines are for most coun-
tries more rapid than those shown in the standard
World Bank projections, but comparable to what a
few countries have already achieved. For most
countries these declines would mean fertility rates
of between two and three children per couple in
the year 2000 and population growth rates of
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between 1 and 2 percentmoderate compared
with rates today. For some countries, the declines
imply eventual large differences in population size
compared with the standard projectionfor
Kenya, about 70 mfflion rather than 120 million in
2050 (compared with a population of 18 million
today) and for Bangladesh, 230 million rather than
almost 360 million (compared with 93 million
today).

These alternative paths of rapid declines in mor-
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tality and fertility give only a rough guide to what
is possible. For some countries, they may be too
ambitious; others have already set even more
ambitious fertility targets. In the longer run, some
countries may wish to move to even lower or zero
rates of population growth. But the alternative
paths illustrate an important point: the course of
future population growth and its effects on social
and economic progress are well within the realm of
conscious human choice.


